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This Duplicate Content Checker Software Can Help Prevent You From Being Penalized By The Search

Engines If you are a bum marketer or you use articles as one of your online marketing efforts, then the

issue of duplicated content should be of huge concern to you. As you should know, search engines try to

prevent duplicate content results from showing up in their result pages because they want to ensure that

they do not show the same content repeatedly for the same search query. As such, you will need to make

sure that your content is unique. However, it is really time-consuming having to check if the content that

you have at hand, whether is it outsourced, written by ghost writers or yourself, duplicates another

persons. Now if you're looking for a quick and easy way to accurately measure and target article similarity

between your original articles and their rewrites, to avoid duplicate content, look no further as we have

GOOD NEWS for you! Equi Buzz offers the easiest and fastest way scan for duplicated content between

two articles. This will help you to easily identify the percentage of duplicated content found and reveal to

you exactly which are the areas which are duplicated! Furthermore, you get to scan for the keyword

density of each and every single article, helping you greatly in your SEO efforts. What This Amazing

Software Does: Compares two articles side by side and reveal to you the percentage of duplicated

content between the two articles Shows you exactly which are the parts that are duplicated using different

color highlighting. Saves you time and effort when rewriting articles due to the easy comparison. Displays

the keyword density of each article for the keyword you've chosen. Boost your Search Engine

Optimization efforts greatly Helps to check on your freelance writers work and ensure all your content are

not duplicated and will never be penalized by the search engines
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